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Complete Pop Instrumental Hits of 1959 
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DISC ONE (*STEREO) *1. THE HAPPY ORGAN - DAVE “BABY" CORTEZ *2. PETITE FLEUR - CHRIS BARBER’S 

JAZZ BAND *3. GUITAR BOOGIE SHUFFLE - THE VIRTUES 4. I TALK TO THE TREES - EDMUNDO ROS 5. BLUE HAWAII - 
BILLY VAUGHN 6. MANHATTAN SPIRITUAL - REG OWEN 7. GAZACHSTAHAGEN - THE WILD-CATS 8. THE LONELY 
ONE - DUANE EDDY 9. JUPITER-C - PAT & THE SATELLITES 10. PETER GUNN - RAY ANTHONY 11. BUNNY HOP - THE 
APPLEJACKS 12. RAW-HIDE-LINK WRAY & THE WRAYMEN 13. MIDNIGHT OIL - CHARLIE BLACKWELL 14. FRIED EGGS- 

THE INTRUDERS 15. RECORD HOP BLUES - THE OUARTER NOTES *16. HAWAIIAN WAR CHANT - BILLY VAUGHN 17. THE 
BEAT - THE ROCKIN' R's 18. YEP! - DUANE EDDY *19. WALKIN' TO MOTHER'S - RAY ANTHONY 20. 77 SUNSET STRIP - DON 
RALKE 21. PIPE DREAMS - JIMMY BECK 22. YOUR CHEATIN' HEART - BILLY VAUGHN 23. ROCKIN' CRICKETS - THE HOT- 
TODDYS 24. QUIET VILLAGE MARTIN DENNY *25. ONLY YOU (AND YOU ALONE) - FRANCK POURCEL 26. CROSSFIRE - 

JOHNNY & THE HURRICANES 27. A STRING OF TRUMPETS - THE TRUMPETEERS *28. STRAIGHT FLUSH - THE 
FRANTICS *29. WITH MY EYES WIDE OPEN I'M DREAMING - ENOCH LIGHT & THE LIGHT BRIGADE 30. TALL COOL ONE - THE 
WAILERS *31. DANNY BOY - SIL AUSTIN 32. BONGO ROCK - PRESTON EPPS 33. VELVET WATERS - THE MEGATRONS 

DISC TWO (*STEREO) *1. SLEEP WALK - SANTO & JOHNNY *2. RED RIVER ROCK - JOHNNY & THE 

HURRICANES 3. LITTLE DIPPER - THE MICKEY MOZART QUINTET *4. TABOO - THE ARTHUR LYMAN GROUP 5. THE 
WHISTLING ORGAN - DAVE "BABY" CORTEZ 6. HAPPY VACATION - JACKIE LEE *7. LIKE YOUNG - ANDRE PREVIN & 
DAVID ROSE *8. FORTY MILES OF BAD ROAD - DUANE EDDY *9. THE QUIET THREE - DUANE EDDY *10. MARTINIQUE - 
MARTIN DENNY *11. CIAO, CIAO BAMBINA - JACKY NOGUEZ *12. CRY - THE KNIGHTSBRIDGE STRINGS 13. MAU- 
MAU-THE WAILERS 14. THE CATERPILLAR CRAWL - THE STRANGERS 15. FOG CUTTER - THE FRANTICS 16. BOO 

BOO STICK BEAT - CHET ATKINS 17. TEEN BEAT - SANDY NELSON *18. FIRST LOVE, FIRST TEARS - DUANE 
EDDY *19. SOME KIND-A EARTHQUAKE - DUANE EDDY 20. TORQUAY - THE FIREBALLS *21. JOEY'S SONG - BILL 
HALEY & HIS COMETS *22. THE ENCHANTED SEA - THE ISLANDERS *23. WHEEL OF FORTUNE - THE KNIGHTSBRIDGE 

STRINGS 24. WOO-HOO - THE ROCK-A-TEENS *25. REVEILLE ROCK - JOHNNY & THE HURRICANES *26. THE 
ENCHANTED SEA - MARTIN DENNY 27. THE HUNCH - PAUL GAYTEN 28. THE HUNCH - THE BOBBY PETERSON 

QUINTET 29. MARINA - JACKY NOGUEZ 30. IN THE MOOD - ERNIE FIELDS *31. I'LL WALK THE LINE - DON 
COSTA *32. TEAR DROP - SANTO & JOHNNY *33. WILD WEEKEND [stereo bonus track] - THE ROCKIN' REBELS 
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Complete Pop Instrumental Hits of 1959 
This CD collection contains every instrumental record that peaked on the Bill¬ 

board Hot 100 chart during 1959. This set is a precursor to a series of CD reissues that 

contain every instrumental that appeared on that chart in the early part of the 1960s. 

Peak dates, rather than debut dates, were used in most cases so that the chrono¬ 

logical presentation would group songs together in a way that many listeners will 

remember according to when they were most popular and received most of their 

airplay. Joel Whitburn’s Record Research books were the sources for the chart data 

included, as well as for which records were designated as instrumentals (only those 

with a minimal amount of vocals, if any). Stereo versions were used whenever possi¬ 

ble if they were essentially identical to the original mono 45 rpm versions. 

See the box on page 25 for information about the NEW STEREO Debuts of sev¬ 

eral classic songs contained herein. 

Rock and roll, novelties, big-band 
jazz, exotica, movie and television themes, 
orchestral pop—the instrumental hits of 
1959 had it all. 

Two of the biggest hits of 1959 were 
instrumentals: Dave “Baby” Cortez’s “The 
Happy Organ” and Santo & Johnny’s “Sleep 
Walk,” both of which topped the pop chart. 
And both of them make their stereo debuts 
in this package, as do six other hits. In 1959, 
a dozen of the 100 biggest hits were instru¬ 
mentals, and some of these instrumental 

hits, like “Peter Gunn,” are still well known 
today. Others are less well remembered but 
are gems nonetheless, like the Megatrons’ 
“Velvet Waters.” 

In the vocal music of 1959, 50s-style 
rock and roll was temporarily fading 
somewhat, and non-rock styles were still 
flourishing. The top vocal hits of the year 
included Johnny Horton’s historical folk 
song “The Battle Of New Orleans,” Bobby 
Darin’s big-band throwback “Mack The 
Knife,” and the Browns’ country-pop 

vocal-group performance of a French pop 
song, “The Three Bells.” 

The instrumental hits of 1959 reflect 
this diversity as well but also reveal that 
rock and roll still thrived within the realm 
of instrumental music; instrumental 
combos created some of the most fierce 
and energetic rock and roll of the late ’50s. 
Link Wray and Pat & the Satellites are just 
two examples that can be found in this 
collection. 

Whether you’re looking for beautiful 
melodies, novel sounds, exciting rock and 
roll, or danceable beats, you’ll find some of 
it here. Above all, you’ll find abundant va¬ 
riety. Today, Top 40 radio is dominated by 
sound-alike pop divas, rappers, and faux 
country acts, but in 1959, you never knew 
what kind of music the DJ might play next. 

RAY ANTHONY & HIS ORCHESTRA 

Both of Ray Anthony’s hits in 1959—“Peter 
Gunn” and “Walkin’ To Mother’s”—were 
covers of Henry Mancini compositions 
from television’s private-eye series Peter 
Gunn. Mancini recorded the versions that 
appeared in the television series and on 
the album The Music Of Peter Gunn, which 
spent 10 weeks at #1 on the album chart 
and won a Grammy for Album of the Year. 
But Ray Anthony’s renditions benefited 
from the promotional might of Capitol 
Records. The label issued closely re-record¬ 

ed stereo versions of both these hits on one 
of the first releases in its stereo EP series, 
and Tele-Records, an early music video 
company that shot 16 mm films of artists 
miming their performances of hit records, 
shot a video for Anthony’s “Walkin’ To 
Mother’s” for 115 markets in the US and 
Europe. Both cuts were also included 
on Anthony’s Capitol album Like Wild! 
Anthony’s “Bunny Hop” was a hit in 1959 
too, but not for Anthony—Dave Appell’s 
Applejacks recorded a rock version that 
became a minor chart item. Anthony was 
a veteran bandleader from Pennsylvania 
who had led a band since the 1940s and 
continued to record into the 2000s for his 
own Aero Space label. 

THE APPLEJACKS 

Dave Appell led the Applejacks, a studio 
group that recorded for Decca and then 
Cameo Records. Before scoring a minor 
hit with a remake of Ray Anthony’s 
“Bunny Hop,” the group had two other 
hits on Cameo, “Mexican Hat Rock” and 
“Rocka- Conga,” and appeared in the 1956 
rock and roll movie Don’t Knock The Rock. 
“Bunny Hop,” the Applejacks’ third and fi¬ 
nal hit, provided music for the dance of the 
same name, which was a group line dance 
like the conga. Anthony himself remade 
the song in 1962 as “Bunny Hop Twist,” up¬ 
dating the tune yet again but with a twist 



beat. Appell led the house band for the 
Cameo and Parkway labels, and Appell— 
with and without the Applejacks—provid¬ 
ed backing for many of the labels’ hits by 
Charlie Gracie, John Zacherle, the Dovells, 
Bobby Rydell, Chubby Checker, and others. 
Appell also recorded for Cameo under his 
own name and scored a minor hit in 1962 
with “Happy Jose.” In the 1970s, Appell 
produced the Tony Orlando & Dawn hits 
“Knock Three Times” and “Tie A Yellow 
Ribbon Round The Ole Oak Tree.” 

CHET ATKINS 

Nashville drummer Buddy Harman co¬ 
wrote the Chet Atkins hit “Boo Boo Stick 
Beat” and played the boo boo stick at the 
session. Boo boo sticks were cardboard 
tubes like mailing tubes; the player could 
strike tubes of different lengths to create 
different tones and also cut the tubes to dif¬ 
ferent lengths to change the pitch. Harman 
thought that the boo boo stick would be¬ 
come the next teen craze, like hula hoops. 
He tried to market them himself, but 
they didn’t catch on. On “Boo Boo Stick 
Beat,” Harman, Floyd Cramer, and John 
D. Loudermilk played an array of boo boo 
sticks by striking them against the carpet 
on the studio floor while Atkins used an 
early “wah-wah” effect for his guitar. The 
song was included on Atkins’ popular 
Teensville album. In a review of the single, 

Stereo Review said that “Boo Boo Stick 
Beat” was “intriguing for its musical 
sonorities.” Atkins waxed a handful of pop 
hits in his career, and “Boo Boo Stick Beat” 
was his highest-charting pop hit, even 
though it didn’t reach the Top 40. Atkins 
was primarily a country artist, though, and 
recorded over 70 albums for RCA Victor in 
addition to serving as a session guitarist, 
arranger, and A&R director for the label. 
He was a preeminent Nashville producer 
and one of the architects of the pop-orient¬ 
ed Nashville sound. 

SIL AUSTIN 

Saxophonist Sil Austin’s history with the 
traditional Irish tune “Danny Boy” long 
precedes the instrumental hit that he had 
with it in 1959. Back in 1945, he won the Ted 
Mack Amateur Hour television talent show 
by performing “Danny Boy,” and it became 
his signature tune thereafter. The lyrics 
of “Danny Boy” were written by Frederic 
Weatherly in 1910, but the melody—orig¬ 
inally titled “Londonberry Air”—is even 
older. Austin, who was born in Dunnel- 
lon, Florida, played with Tiny Bradshaw 
and other jazz groups in the 40s and ’50s 
before going solo. As a solo act, he cut 
over 30 albums for Mercury Records and 
waxed a number of Top 40 hits, including 
the Top 20 pop and Top 5 R&B hit “Slow 
Walk,” an instrumental that is similar to 

Bill Doggett’s “Honky Tonk,” in 1956. His 
R&B-oriented recordings had tapered off 
in popularity by the late ’50s, so in 1959 he 
recorded the album Sil Austin Plays Pretty 
For The People, which featured a string 
orchestra, a chorus, and his hit rendition of 
“Danny Boy.” 

CHRIS BARBER'S JAZZ BAND 

While rock and roll raged in the US, the 
skiffle and traditional jazz—or “trad”— 
movements raged in England. The trad 
groups performed 1920s Dixieland-style 
jazz with small combos, and trombonist 
Chris Barber was one of its leading lights. 
He recorded his remake of Sidney Bechet’s 
“Petite Fleur (Little Flower)” for the 1956 
album Chris Barber Plays, Volumes. The 
recording featured a lead by Barber’s 
clarinetist, Monty Sunshine. Much to 
Barber’s surprise, “Petite Fleur” became a 
hit three years later in England, Germany, 
and the US. It earned his group a spot as 
the first British group to appear on The Ed 
Sullivan Show and spent four months on 
the US chart. In England, it was a Top 3 hit. 
Barber, along with Acker Bilk and Kenny 
Ball, led a mini-British invasion on the 
American charts that preceded the British 
Invasion by a few years. Skiffle star Lonnie 
Donegan was a member of Barber’s band 
for a while too, but Barber recorded “Petite 
Fleur” after Donegan had left for a solo 

career. “Petite Fleur” makes its stereo debut 
on this collection in a new mix created 
with spectral editing, which is explained in 
the box at the end of these notes. 

JIMMY BECK& HIS ORCHESTRA 

“Pipe Dreams” combines a pounding rock 
beat with two horns playing in harmony. 
Billboard's review described it as “inter¬ 
esting.” Beck was from Cleveland, Ohio, 
and in addition to recording under his own 
name, backed his Calvert and Champion 
label-mates Gene Allison, Larry Birdsong, 
and Little Ike. He played with Bobby 
“Blue” Bland in the Blue Flames from the 
early ’60s until 1967, when he joined the 
Earl Gaines Band. The Champion label 
for which Beck recorded was only one of 
several labels with that name; it went out 
of business in i960. Beck’s Champion was 
a Nashville, Tennessee, label owned by 
Ted Jarrett, who wrote a number of hits, in¬ 
cluding Louis Brooks and His Hi-Toppers’ 
“It’s Love Baby (24 Hours A Day),” Webb 
Pierce’s “Love, Love, Love,” and Gene Alli¬ 
son’s “You Can Make It If You Try.” 

CHARLIE BLACKWELL 

Seattle’s Charlie Blackwell started as a 
jazz drummer, playing with Count Basie, 
Stan Kenton, Dave Brubeck, and others 
before he made his solo debut in 1958 with 
“KX2 Secret Spy,” a vocal record on Decca. 



Moving to Warner Bros, the following year, 
he waxed four more singles, only one of 
which was a hit. That hit, “Midnight Oil,” 
was composed by Bob and Dick Sherman, 
the Walt Disney songwriters who were the 
subject of the 2009 documentary The Boys. 
“Midnight Oil” is a simple piano, bass, 
and drums instrumental with whistling 
by Blackwell and became a Top 20 hit in 
San Francisco and St. Louis. Blackwell 
followed up with another whistling record, 
“Whistlin’ Dixie,” that got some regional 
airplay but didn’t chart. His fourth Warner 
Bros, single later became one of his best- 
known records because of the B-side: the 
first recording of “The Girl Of My Best 
Friend,” which was later recorded by Elvis 
Presley and then became a hit for Ral Don- 
ner. In the 1970s, Blackwell was a regular 
performer at the Villa Hotel in San Mateo, 
California, and released a privately pressed 
album, Here's Charlie, that featured the 
Charlie Blackwell Trio performing original 
songs. Blackwell’s trio included Tommy 
Widdicombe, who had played drums for 
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, and Larry 
Hatch, who later maintained a popular 
database of discredited UFO sightings. 

DAVE "BABY" CORTEZ 
Dave “Baby” Cortez, born David Cortez 
Clowney in Detroit, studied piano and 
sang with the doo-wop groups the Pearls 

and the Valentines before he went solo. He 
was supposed to record a vocal number 
at his second Clock Records session, but 
he lost his voice and began improvising 
on “Shortnin’ Bread” at the piano. The 
engineer suggested that he try it on the 
studio’s Hammond B-3 organ, even though 
Cortez had never played an organ before. 
The novel sound of the electric organ as 
a lead instrument propelled the single to 
#1 on the pop chart, but the novelty was 
short-lived: Cortez’s follow-up single, “The 
Whistling Organ,” stalled at #61. Never¬ 
theless, “The Happy Organ” kept Cortez 
busy with personal appearances, and a 1959 
Clock Record ad said that Cortez “now 
travels with his group across the nation in 
his own truck,” which he needed to trans¬ 
port his Hammond organ. In 1962, Cortez 
would reach the Top 10 again with “Rinky 
Dink.” Despite the roller-rink ambiance 
of these records, Cortez can be credited 
with the rise of the Hammond B-3 in rock 
music. For the first time ever, you can enjoy 
“The Happy Organ” in dynamic stereo; 
this collection contains the hit’s debut in 
DES (digitally extracted stereo), which is 
explained at the end of these notes. 

DON COSTA & HIS ORCHESTRA 
The “big guitar” sound of Don Costa’s “I’ll 
Walk The Line” might surprise listeners 
who know him only from “Never On 

Sunday” and “Theme From ‘The Unforgiv¬ 
en.’ ” Costa was actually an accomplished 
guitarist who previously played guitar on 
Vaughn Monroe’s hit “Ghost Riders In The 
Sky.” He was also an A&R director at Unit¬ 
ed Artists Records as well as an accom¬ 
plished producer, arranger, and conductor 
who worked with Frank Sinatra, Burl Ives, 
Eydie Gorme, Paul Anka, Teddy Randazzo, 
and many other artists. His instrumental 
version of Johnny Cash’s “I Walk The Line” 
became a minor hit in 1959. As a recording 
artist, his biggest hit was the million-sell¬ 
ing “Never On Sunday,” but he became 
strongly associated with Frank Sinatra 
in the 1960s when Sinatra hired him to 
arrange the album Sinatra And Strings 
and then kept him on as an arranger for 
years afterward. Costa also started his 
own record label, DCP International, that 
released major hits such as Little Anthony 
& the Imperials’ “Goin’ Out Of My Head” 
and “Hurt So Bad.” 

MARTIN DENNY & HIS ORCHESTRA 
Les Baxter might have started the exotica 
craze, but Martin Denny was one of its 
main proponents. Exotica, unlike world 
music, was not meant to capture authentic 
ethnic sounds and styles; it was, in the 
words of author Philip Hayward, intended 
to create “an aural simulation of imagined 
experience of transport to exotic lands.” It 

was fantasy music that used ethnic styles 
and instruments as only one ingredient in 
an otherworldly concoction designed to 
intoxicate and relax its listeners. Denny 
was a New Yorker who studied classical 
music and toured with a jazz group before 
ending up in Hawaii. There he formed a 
group called the Exotic Sounds of Martin 
Denny to capitalize on popular interest in 
Hawaiian and Latin music. Arthur Lyman 
was Denny’s vibraphonist for a while, and 
on record, both artists added jungle sound 
effects to their instrumental arrange¬ 
ments. Denny combined disparate musical 
elements—jazz and Latin beats, ethnic 
instruments, bird calls—to give his music, 
in his words, “a strange, exotic character.” 
Denny’s remake of Baxter’s “Quiet Village” 
added jungle sound effects to further 
evoke the primitive and the primal, and it 
became a Top 5 hit. “Quiet Village” became 
the title track of a Top 10 album on which 
the minor hit “Martinique” also appeared. 
It was Denny’s second Top 10 album of 
1959; his first, Exotica, had topped the pop 
album chart for five weeks earlier that year. 
“The Enchanted Sea” was Denny’s cover of 
the Islanders’ record that is also included 
on this collection, and it became the title 
track of yet another one of Denny’s albums. 



DUANE EDDY 
Duane Eddy was the Elvis Presley of in¬ 
strumental guitar, in both looks and pop¬ 
ularity. Although his signature “twangy” 
guitar sound was largely the invention of 
his producer, Lee Hazlewood (who was in 
turn influenced by Bill Justis’s hit “Raun¬ 
chy”), Eddy capitalized on that guitar 
sound throughout his career. Eddy, born in 
Corning, New York, was initially drawn to 
country music. When he was in his teens, 
his family moved to Arizona, where Eddy 
became acquainted with Hazlewood. After 
some experimentation, the two came up 
with “Rebel-’Rouser,” a Top 10 hit. After 
that, the hits just kept coming, and Eddy 
scored six of them in 1959. In i960, the 
readers of England’s New Musical Express 
voted Eddy the top musical personality 
in the world. Of the hits that are included 
here, “The Lonely One” was Eddy’s foray 
into guitar balladry, “Yep!” influenced the 
Surfaris’ “Wipe Out,” and “Forty Miles 
Of Bad Road” was a Top 10 hit that evokes 
a leisurely drive except for the somewhat 
incongruous hooting and hollering, which 
was provided by the R&B group the Sharps. 
Eddy’s hits dwindled in the ’60s, but he 
remained very popular in England through 
the ’70s. In 1986, he made a comeback 
appearance on the Art of Noise’s dance 
remake of “Peter Gunn,” a Top 10 hit in the 
UK which also won a Grammy in the US. 

PRESTON EPPS 
Bongos were associated with the Beatniks 
and the calypso craze, but they didn’t take 
center stage until Preston Epps recorded 
“Bongo Rock.” Bruce Pollock’s Rock Song 
Index calls it the “most famous use of bon¬ 
gos in pop history.” Epps was born in Oak¬ 
land, California, but learned to play bongos 
in Okinawa, Japan, when he was stationed 
there during the Korean War. When he re¬ 
turned to the US, he worked odd jobs and 
played bongos in a Hollywood coffeehouse, 
which is where producer and disc jockey 
Art Laboe found him. Laboe signed Epps 
to his Original Sound label and wrote the 
instrumental tune that provided the back¬ 
drop to Epps’ frantic drumming. The result 
was one of two big hits that Laboe enjoyed 
in 1959 with drum records. (The other was 
Sandy Nelson’s “Teen Beat,” also included 
in this collection.) Epps followed up his 
hit with the similarly styled cut “Bongo, 
Bongo, Bongo,” which was notable for 
being the first hit for producer and arrang¬ 
er Jack Nitzsche. In 1972, the Incredible 
Bongo Band remade “Bongo Rock” for the 
soundtrack of the film The Thing With Two 
Heads and topped the Canadian chart. 

ERNIE FIELDS' ORCHESTRA 
Although Ernie Fields’ Orchestra is 
credited on the label of “In The Mood,” 
the actual group that made the recording 

consisted of the Los Angeles session mu¬ 
sicians Plas Johnson, Rene Hall, and Earl 
Palmer. Palmer wrote the arrangement 
for this R&B remake of the Glenn Miller 
classic and said, “We put [the record] out 
under Ernie Fields, an old bandleader 
[who] wasn’t doing nothing.” The record 
sold a million copies and was covered by 
Jerry Lee Lewis under the pseudonym “The 
Hawk.” An Ernie Fields album followed, 
titled In The Mood, which contained simi¬ 
lar rock remakes of standards. A follow-up 
single, “Chattanooga Choo Choo,” became 
a minor hit and can be found on Complete 
Pop Instrumental Hits Of The Sixties, Vol. 1: 
i960. Fields was born in Nacogdoches, Tex¬ 
as, and formed his first big-band jazz group 
around 1930. He was 54 years old when “In 
The Mood” became a hit and retired from 
music not long afterward. 

THE FIREBALLS 
Norman Petty, who helped bring Buddy 
Holly to fame, also introduced the Fire¬ 
balls, a quartet from Raton, New Mexico. 
The band’s name came from Jerry Lee 
Lewis’s “Great Balls Of Fire,” and their first 
release on Kapp Records was a tune called 
“Fireball.” That record was unsuccessful, 
so the group moved to Top Rank and 
recorded an instrumental that the band’s 
guitarist, George Tomsco, had written. 
The tune was originally called “Curious,” 

but the head of Top Rank changed the 
title to “Torquay,” which was the name 
of an English resort that he had recently 
visited. The record became a Top 40 hit and 
established the Fireballs’ style. Later, the 
group backed Jimmy Gilmer on his #1 hit 
“Sugar Shack” and overdubbed instrumen¬ 
tal tracks on some of Buddy Holly’s demo 
recordings after his death. With Gilmer, 
the Fireballs continued to enjoy success as 
late as 1968 with the Top 10 hit “Bottle Of 
Wine.” 

THE FRANTICS 
The book Liberty Records: A History of the 
Recording Company and Its Stars, 1955-1971, 
says in reference to the Frantics’ minor 
instrumental rock hits, “Absolutely no one 
but the Frantics’ mothers, and the fans of 
Northwest/Seattle rock and roll, remem¬ 
bers these obscure releases today.” That’s 
an overstatement, considering that a com¬ 
pilation of the band’s complete Dolton re¬ 
cordings was released in 2004, but it is true 
that the band isn’t even mentioned in Steve 
Otfinoski’s otherwise exhaustive book The 
Golden Age of Rock Instrumentals. Seattle’s 
Frantics were Dolton Records’ second hit 
act, after the Fleetwoods. The Frantics’ 
“Straight Flush” and “Fog Cutter” didn’t 
sell as well as the Fleetwoods’ chart-top- 
ping hits “Come Softly To Me” and “Mr. 
Blue,” but both Frantics records inched 



into the Hot 100 in 1959. The Frantics 
consisted of leader Ron Petersen on guitar, 
Chuck Schoning on piano, Bob Hosko on 
tenor sax, Jim Manolides on bass, and Don 
Fulton on drums. Nancy Claire, who had 
a regional hit in Seattle and San Francisco 
with “Danny” in 1962, sang with the group 
for a time. The group toured with Bobby 
Darin in the 1960s, and he asked them 
to serve as his backing group on “Dream 
Lover.” 

PAULGAYTEN 

Paul Gayten’s “The Hunch” is practically a 
note-for-note cover of the Bobby Peterson 
Quartet’s original, which also appears 
on this compilation. Nationally, Gayten’s 
version charted higher than Peterson’s. 
Gayten was a veteran musician from 
Kentwood, Louisiana, and had some R&B 
hits in the 1940s with “Time (You Don’t 
Love Me)” and “Since I Fell For You,” the 
latter of which featured a vocal by Annie 
Laurie. Gayten’s band backed Roy Brown, 
Little Jimmy Scott, and Larry Darnell, for 
whom Gayten wrote the #1 R&B hit “For 
You My Love.” “The Hunch” was Gayten’s 
last hit; during and after the record’s run 
on the chart, Gayten worked in sales and 
promotion for Chess Records as a traveling 
rep. In 1968, he formed a short-lived label, 
Pzazz Records, and released a number of 
records within the next couple of years by 

TV Slim, Louis Jordan, Walter Scott, and 
others. “The Hunch” was released on Anna 
Records, a label run by Anna Gordy, the 
sister of Tamla/Motown’s Berry Gordy. 

BILL HALEY & HIS COMETS 

The instrumental “Joey’s Song” was one of 
the last hits for Bill Haley & His Com¬ 
ets, one of the foremost pioneers of rock 
and roll and the name behind one of the 
best-selling singles of all time, “(We’re 
Gonna) Rock Around The Clock.” The 
group’s last two hits were instrumentals; 
the other was “Skokiaan (South African 
Song).” Although “Joey’s Song” didn’t 
crack the Top 40 in the US, it topped 
the Australian chart for eight weeks and 
reached the Top 30 in Canada. The tune 
was written by bandleader Joe Reisman 
and was similar in style to Frank Gallop’s 
then-recent hit “Got A Match.” Betty Mar¬ 
tin recorded a vocal version in 1957 with 
lyrics by Sammy Gallop, the composer of 
“Wake The Town And Tell The People” 
and “Holiday For Strings,” but it wasn’t 
successful. Haley’s version of “Joey’s Song” 
was included on his final Decca album, 
Strictly Instrumental, which collected 
instrumental recordings that Haley and his 
band had made over the previous year and 
a half. Instrumental rock and roll wasn’t a 
new thing to Haley and the Comets—the 
group had notched an instrumental hit in 

1956 with “Rudy’s Rock,” which featured 
saxophonist Rudy Pompilli, and the Com¬ 
ets without Haley charted an instrumental 
hit, “Week End,” as the Kingsmen in 1958. 

THE HOT-TODDYS 
FEATURING BILL PERNELL 

The story of the Hot-Toddys’ “Rockin’ 
Crickets” would confound most discog- 
raphers. It’s intertwined with the story 
of Buffalo, New York, disc jockey Tom 
Shannon and the band the Rockin’ Rebels, 
who hit with “Wild Weekend” in i960 (also 
included in this collection) and again in 
1962. Shannon and Phil Todaro ran Shan- 
Todd Records and claimed composer credit 
for “Rockin’ Crickets.” The Hot-Toddys 
were actually the Canadian band Big John 
Little & the Rockers. The A-side, “Rockin’ 
Crickets,” featured sax player Bill Pernell, 
and the B-side, “Shakin’ And Stompin’,” 
featured vocals by Big John. Adding to 
the confusion, Swan Records re-released 
“Rockin’ Crickets” as a Rockin’ Rebels re¬ 
cord after “Wild Weekend” became a hit in 
1962, and included it on the Rockin’ Rebels’ 
Swan album, Wild Weekend. A subsequent 
Rockin’ Rebels record, “Happy Popcorn,” 
recycled the “cricket” guitar sound of 
“Rockin’ Crickets.” Shannon and Todaro 
seemed to share Phil Spector’s notorious 
apathy toward the actual identities of the 
artists that appeared on their records. At 

one time or another, recordings by the 
Hot-Toddys, Big John Little & the Rockers, 
the Jesters, and Kathy Lynn & the Playboys 
all appeared under the Rockin’ Rebels’ 
name. 

THE INTRUDERS 

The Intruders—brothers George and Augie 
Mitchell and drummer Joe Rebardo—were 
discovered playing at a New Jersey Holiday 
Inn. George was only 17 years old at the 
time, Augie was an Air Force veteran, 
and Joe was a Marine Corps veteran. Lee 
A.C. Gallo Jr. and Larry Bennett heard the 
group and signed them to Fame, which 
was a subsidiary of Gallo’s Gallo Records 
label. (This early Fame label is unrelated 
to Muscle Shoals’s FAME Studios.) The 
group’s first record for Fame was a tune 
called “Fried Eggs,” which George wrote 
as a tribute to a relative whose nickname 
was “fried eggs.” The songwriting credit 
was split between George, Gallo, and Ben 
Smith, the latter of whom owned a number 
of New York record labels, including 
Teenage, X-Tra, and Tra-X. “Fried Eggs” 
garnered enough airplay for the Intruders 
to be invited to perform on American 
Bandstand and Alan Freed’s television 
show. The group followed up with a novelty 
adaptation of “O Tannenbaum” called 
“Frankfurters And Sauerkraut,” which was 
mostly instrumental but had occasional 



vocal interjections. The group’s final Fame 
single, “Rock-A-Ma-Roll,” flopped. After 
that, the group released one last single on 
Beltone, one side of which was a “Tequila” 
knockoff called “Morse Code.” 

THE ISLANDERS 

The Islanders were the duo of Frank Metis 
and Randy Starr, who not only wrote 
but also produced the group’s hit, “The 
Enchanted Sea.” Both artists were veterans. 
Metis had worked with jazz artists such as 
George Shearing and Dave Brubeck, and 
Starr had waxed hits under his own name 
with “After School” and “The Prettiest 
Girl In School.” (Starr was actually a 
pseudonym; in real life, Starr was Dr. 
Warren Nadel, a dentist.) Billboard gave 
the record high marks, calling it “excellent 
programming fare” and describing it as 
“basically an instrumental, tho a chorus 
does fill in on some segs with sounds of 
the sea in the background.” The hit was 
included on the group’s subsequent album, 
Enchanted Sound Of The Islanders. In 1961, 
Metis and Starr recorded a rock version 
of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, “Rock 
And Roll Symphony,” as the Back-Beat 
Philharmonic. 

JOHNNY & THE HURRICANES 

Johnny & the Hurricanes had a formula: 
sax-and-organ renditions of oldies and 

traditional tunes. From a strictly financial 
standpoint, it made good business sense 
to adapt traditional tunes in the public 
domain into new hits, because the record 
company didn’t have any publishing 
royalties to pay. Both “Red River Rock”—a 
rock version of the traditional cowboy 
tune “Red River Valley”—and “Reveille 
Rock”—a rock version of the traditional 
military bugle reveille—followed this for¬ 
mula. “Red River Rock” was a huge hit in 
the US but charted even higher in the UK. 
Johnny & the Hurricanes were originally 
called the Orbits but were renamed Johnny 
& the Hurricanes after saxophonist Johnny 
Paris when Detroit’s Twist Records signed 
them. Twist released “Crossfire,” which 
was picked up by Morty Craft’s Warwick 
Records and became the group’s first hit. 
Many more hits followed on the Big Top 
label. “Red River Rock” appears here in 
stereo for the first time ever, in a sparkling 
new DES mix (explained at the end of 
these notes). The mono version of “Red 
River Rock” is included as a bonus track on 
Complete Instrumental Hits Of The Sixties, 
Vol. 1: i960. 

THE KNIGHTSBRIDGE STRINGS 

The Knightsbridge Strings were a studio 
ensemble of London musicians: 32 violins, 
6 violas, 6 cellos, 2 double basses, 7 brass, 
and a rhythm section. Their arrange¬ 

ments were penned by Reg Owen (who 
had a big hit under his own name with 
“Manhattan Spiritual,” heard elsewhere 
in this collection) and Malcolm Lockyer. 
The Knightsbridge Strings biggest hit was 
an instrumental arrangement of Johnnie 
Ray’s 1951 hit “Cry.” Their follow-up hit, 
“Wheel Of Fortune,” was an instrumental 
arrangement of a song that had been a #1 
hit for Kay Starr in 1952. Billboard said that 
the record’s “lush romantic string sound” 
yielded “highly listenable results,” and 
Gramophone said that the Knightsbridge 
Strings handled the song instrumental- 
ly “more satisfactorily than any vocal 
version.” Both hits were included on the 
group’s Top Rank album The Strings Sing. 
On this collection, the Knightsbridge 
Strings, Franck Pourcel, and Enoch Light 
all set their orchestral arrangements to 
rock ’n’ roll triplets, a rock rhythm that was 
derived from R&B. Rock ’n’ roll triplets 
were ubiquitous on rock recordings but 
rare on orchestral ones. If you’d like to 
hear more rockin’ strings recordings from 
this era, then check out our anthology Rock 
and Roll Symphony No. 1, also on Complete 
’60s Records. 

JACKIE LEE 

Philadelphia’s Jackie Lee scored a Top 20 
hit in 1954 with the piano instrumental 
“Isle Of Capri.” Five years later, piggyback¬ 

ing off the success of Dave “Baby” Cortez’s 
“The Happy Organ,” Lee released “Happy 
Vacation,” a hyperactive organ instru¬ 
mental that peaked at #95 on the Billboard 
pop chart. Billboard's review of the single 
remarked that it was “somewhat along the 
lines of‘The Happy Organ,”’ which seems 
like an understatement. Lee recorded 
“Happy Vacation” with an orchestra that 
was directed by Pep Lattanzi, who co¬ 
wrote Freddie Bell & the Bellboys’ “Giddy 
Up A Ding Dong.” Jackie Lee followed 
up on Swan Records with “Like Sunset” 
later in 1959 and then didn’t have another 
release on Swan until 1966 with “Just One 
Of Those Things.” The Jackie Lee who had 
a hit with “The Duck” in 1965 is a different 
artist. 

ENOCH LIGHT & THE 
LIGHT BRIGADE 

Enoch Light’s instrumental rendition of 
“With My Eyes Wide Open I’m Dreaming” 
debuted on the chart at the same time as 
Patti Page’s rock-a-ballad remake. (Page 
originally had a hit with the song in 1950*) 
“With My Eyes Wide Open I’m Dreaming” 
originally appeared in the 1934 film Shoot 
The Works and became a hit that year for 
Leo Reisman and Isham Jones. After Page’s 
hit with the song in 1950, Dean Martin 
sang it in the 1952 film The Stooge. Light’s 
version appeared as the title track of an 



early Light album in i960—one that was 
very different from his later Command 
recordings in that it made frequent use of 
rock ’n’ roll triplets. Light led his first band 
in the 1920s, served as the vice president 
of Grand Award Records in the 1950s, and 
founded Command Records in 1959. With 
his Command recordings, Light pio¬ 
neered stereo and high-fidelity recording 
techniques, and his albums featured glossy, 
high-quality gatefold sleeves with extensive 
liner notes. He retired from music in 1974. 

ARTHUR LYMAN GROUP 

Arthur Lyman, a former member of 
Martin Denny’s group, set out on his own 
and scored a solo hit with “Taboo.” Lyman 
“was a carbon copy of me,” Denny said. 
Lyman even took Denny’s place at the Shell 
Bar in Hawaii, where Denny had been the 
featured attraction for years, but the two 
remained friends throughout their careers. 
Like Denny’s Exotica album, Taboo was 
recorded at the Kaiser Aluminum Dome in 
Honolulu, which was an amphitheater that 
was constructed of aluminum and created 
natural reverberation. Taboo 1 sold nearly 
two million copies, so Lyman recorded 
a sequel, Taboo 2, that was promoted on 
the west coast through a co-branding 
arrangement with Budweiser Beer. In 1961, 
he scored a Top 5 hit with “Yellow Bird.” 
He also provided music for the television 

series Hawaiian Eye and continued to lead 
his band into the late ’70s. He died in 2002 
in Hawaii. 

THE MEGATRONS 

Composed by the Megatrons’ William 
Plunkett and released on Acousticon 
Records, “Velvet Waters” features jazz clar¬ 
inetist Haywood Henry. The record label 
changed its name to Audicon soon after 
“Velvet Waters” was released, and versions 
of the single appeared on both labels. A vo¬ 
cal version of “Velvet Waters” was released 
in Australia by Bruce Gillespie in i960 and 
then Tony Worsley in 1965. The Megatrons 
were a New York studio band that released 
four singles from 1959-1961. Henry had pre¬ 
viously played with Erskine Hawkins, Tiny 
Grimes, and Fletcher Henderson. He also 
played flute, as heard on the Megatrons’ 
follow-up single, “Tootie Flutie.” In the 
1960s, he played with Earl Hines, Sy Oliver, 
and others, and was inducted into the Al¬ 
abama Jazz Hall of Fame in 1978—the year 
that the hall was founded. Outside of jazz, 
he played on many pop sessions for artists 
such as Mickey & Sylvia, Esther Phillips, 
and Doris Troy. 

MICKEY MOZART QUINTET 

The Mickey Mozart Quintet is actually 
harpist Robert Maxwell, the co-writer of 
“Ebb Tide” and “Shangri-La.” Maxwell 

was born Robert Rosen and attended the 
Julliard School of Music. He joined the 
National Symphony Orchestra at the age of 
17 and performed under Arturo Toscanini. 
He later played with pop vocalist Rudy Val- 
lee in the Coast Guard during World War 
II and began to move away from classical 
music toward pop. Changing his name to 
Bobby Maxwell, he even recorded a Les 
Paul-style multi-tracked harp novelty, 
“Chinatown My Chinatown,” for Mercury 
Records in the early ’50s. His Mickey 
Mozart Quintet recorded numerous singles 
for Roulette and Kapp Records, but “Little 
Dipper” was the group’s only hit. Maxwell 
re-recorded “Little Dipper” under his own 
name as the B-side of his 1964 hit “Peg O’ 
My Heart.” 

SANDY NELSON 

After Art Laboe of Original Sound Records 
scored a big hit with Preston Epps’s “Bongo 
Rock” in 1959, he was on the lookout for 
another potential drum hit. He found it 
with Sandy Nelson, who had played with a 
pre-fame Jan & Dean and with Kip & the 
Flips. Phil Spector hired Nelson to play 
drums on the Teddy Bears’ demo of “To 
Know Him, Is To Love Him,” but Spector 
ended up hiring Hal Blaine to play on the 
studio recordings instead of Nelson. In the 
meantime, Nelson became friends with 
Ritchie Podolor, who encouraged Nelson 

to record a drum instrumental similar to 
“Topsy” by Cozy Cole. Nelson took the 
demo to Laboe, who added the percussive 
bass and guitar lines. The resulting single 
sold 750,000 copies, and Nelson went on to 
record numerous albums for Imperial Re¬ 
cords and to play on other artists’ hits, such 
as the Hollywood Argyles’ “Alley-Oop” 
and Kathy Young & the Innocents’ “A 
Thousand Stars.” In 1963, he lost a foot in 
a motorcycle accident but continued to 
perform, although he switched to jazz in 
the 1970s and 1980s. 

JACKY NOGUEZ & HIS ORCHESTRA 

American disc jockeys apparently had 
some trouble pronouncing the word “ciao” 
in the title ofJacky Noguez’s hit “Ciao, 
Ciao Bambina.” Jamie Records’ ads for 
the single provided a pronunciation guide 
(“chiow chiow bambeena”), but the label 
resorted to a phonetic spelling when it 
released Noguez’s album, Chow Chow 
Bambina. The song, which was originally 
known as “Piove,” was written by Italian 
crooner Domenico Modugno (of “Volare” 
fame) for the Eurovision song contest, in 
which it won sixth place. Noguez’s follow 
up, “Marina,” featured a female vocal 
chorus. The tune’s composer, Rocco Gra- 
nata, released a competing version, as did 
Willy Alberti, Tony Martin, and several 
others. Noguez was a French accordionist 



and bandleader who died in 2007 at the 
age of 78. 

REG OWEN & HIS ORCHESTRA 
Reg Owen was a conductor and arranger 
from London who worked as an arranger 
for British bandleaders Ted Heath and Cyr¬ 
il Stapleton after World War II. His debut 
single was the first release on Palette Re¬ 
cords, a New York-based wing of a Belgian 
label that was home, at various times, to Ja¬ 
ms Martin (the “female Elvis”) and Vince 
Taylor (the “French Elvis”). Owens second 
Palette single, “Manhattan Spiritual,” ap¬ 
pealed to teens and adults with its mixture 
of big-band jazz and a prominent beat. 
Owen Bradley issued a competing instru¬ 
mental version, and another Palette group, 
the Stargazers, released a vocal version. 
This rousing tune became a favorite with 
high-school bands, and its handclapping 
rhythm threatened to spark a minor craze; 
jazz pianist Luther Henderson released an 
entire album of similar instrumentals with 
handclaps, Clap Hands!, soon after “Man¬ 
hattan Spiritual” became a hit. Owen con¬ 
tinued to court the teen pop audience with 
his big-band confections on later records 
such as “Car Hop” and “Teen Dreams,” but 
his only other hit was “Obsession,” which 
registered on the British chart in i960. 
“Manhattan Spiritual” appears here in its 
original mono version for the first time on 

CD; all previous CDs contain a close stereo 
re-recording. 

PAT & THE SATELLITES 
Americas first satellite, Explorer-I, was 
launched in 1958 and was propelled into 
orbit by a Jupiter- C rocket. A year later, Pat 
& the Satellites released “Jupiter-C,” which 
was one of the hardest-rocking instrumen¬ 
tals of 1959, with its biting guitar and the 
constant roar of cymbals. Early copies of 
the original Atco single’s label erroneously 
identified it as a vocal record. Pat & the Sat¬ 
ellites were a trio from Olean, New York. 
The leader and guitarist was Pat Piccirillo, 
the second guitarist was Otts Antonelli, 
and the drummer was Wayne Lipps. King 
Curtis played the sax part. The songwriting 
credit went to Antonelli and also Clyde 
Bickerson, a saxophonist from Olean who 
didn’t play on the record but arranged and 
transcribed it. The B-side of “Jupiter-C,” 
“Oh! Oh! Darlin’,” was a typical teen ballad 
that featured Piccirillo’s vocals. Piccirillo 
remained in Olean until the end of his life, 
and served as the caretaker of the historic 
St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church until he 
passed away in 2013. Lipps went on to play 
with the Rock’n Ravens, a rockabilly reviv¬ 
al act that recorded a number of records in 
the ’70s and ’80s. 

BOBBY PETERSON QUINTET 
The Bobby Peterson Quintet recorded the 
original version of “The Hunch,” a dance 
instrumental with saxophone, but Paul 
Gayten’s very similar cover version (also 
included in this compilation) charted 
slightly higher. Peterson’s record was a 
Top 20 hit in Buffalo, New York. Peterson 
was a pianist and vocalist from Ches¬ 
ter, Pennsylvania, who recorded several 
singles for Philadelphia’s V-Tone Records 
from 1959-1961. The group’s third single, 
“Irresistible You,” was a Top 15 R&B hit the 
year after “The Hunch,” and a few of the 
group’s other singles enjoyed some regional 
action. The group’s saxophonist, Joe Pyatt, 
joined Dave “Baby” Cortez’s band in 1962, 
and percussionist Jamo Thomas had a 
minor solo hit with “I Spy (For The FBI)” 
in 1966. In the late ’70s and early ’80s, 
Peterson played with a group called the Self 
Destruct Band. 

FRANCK POURCEL'S 
FRENCH FIDDLES 
French arranger, composer, and conductor 
Franck Pourcel recorded his orchestral 
rendition of the Platters’ “Only You (And 
You Alone)” in 1956, but it didn’t become a 
hit in the US until 1959, when it became not 
only a Top 10 hit but also a Top 20 R&B hit! 
In 1972, Billboard reported that the record 
had sold five million copies. In the UK, the 

record was credited to the Rockin’ Strings 
of Franck Pourcel, which is fitting, consid¬ 
ering its rock-a-ballad beat with rock ’n’ 
roll triplets; this was the most successful 
instrumental to feature rock ’n’ roll triplets 
until Percy Faith’s “Theme from ‘A Sum¬ 
mer Place’ ” in i960. “Only You” is only 
one example of Pourcel’s incorporation of 
modern elements into his arrangements; 
in the 1970s, he used disco beats, and on 
his 1981 album Digital Around The World, 
he used electronic instruments. Pourcel 
was a classically trained violinist who was 
influenced by the jazz artists Stephane 
Grappelli and Eddie South. He led his first 
band in the 1940s, and for almost 20 years, 
he represented France in the Eurovision 
song contest, winning first place four 
times. “Only You” makes its DES stereo 
debut here. (See the note at the end of this 
booklet for details.) 

ANDRE PREVIN WITH 
DAVID ROSE & HIS ORCHESTRA 
Andre Previn was born in Berlin and 
received his musical education in Berlin 
and Paris. In 1939, he came to Los Angeles 
when his family emigrated from Nazi 
Germany. His abilities were obvious from 
an early age, and at the age of 16, MGM 
hired him as an arranger. He played jazz 
in the 1950s, recorded soundtrack music, 
and eventually gravitated toward classical 



music. By the 1970s, he was considered 
one of the world’s top classical conductors, 
conducting for the Pittsburgh Symphony 
Orchestra, the London Philharmonic, and 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic. He won 
Academy Awards for his scores to the films 
Gigi, Porgy and Bess, and My Fair Lady. His 
single “Like Young,” recorded with David 
Rose (“The Stripper”), was a mainstream 
pop hit, though. Gene Rizzo’s book West 
Coast Jazz Piano calls “Like Young” “an 
infectiously funky little piece” that demon¬ 
strates Previn’s “remarkable affinity for the 
blues.” Billboard’s review described it as 
“bluesy piano by Previn ... embraced by 
Rose’s lush [orchestra].” The recording won 
the Grammy that year for “Best Perfor¬ 
mance by an Orchestra.” Previn left MGM 
for Columbia Records soon after “Like 
Young” and bowed with an album titled 
Like Love. 

THE QUARTER NOTES 

Billboard gave the Quarter Notes’ “Re¬ 
cord Hop Blues” only a two-star review: 
“Swingy instrumental side with fine rock¬ 
in’ terp tempo. Good hop wax,” it said. (A 
terp tempo is a dance tempo.) This group 
from Buffalo, New York, featured Anthony 
Sperry—the composer of “Record Hop 
Blues”—and saxophonist Johnny Shiedo, 
who grew up near Sperry in Buffalo. Sper¬ 
ry’s father owned Sperry’s Lounge, where 

the Quarter Notes often played. The title 
“Record Hop Blues” was a marketing move; 
it was intended to help sell the record 
by tapping into the popularity of record 
hops. The record graced the national chart 
for only a week but received substantial 
airplay in Buffalo, Boston, and Baltimore. 
The Quarter Notes also backed vocalist 
Neil Darrow on some other Wizz Records 
singles and later recorded a version of 
“Canadian Sunset” for Sperry’s own label, 
Bison Records of Buffalo, New York, which 
garnered enough airplay for Imperial to 
pick it up for national release. Bob and 
Terry Skurzewski’s book No Stoppin’ This 
Boppin’ says that royalty checks for “Re¬ 
cord Hop Blues” kept arriving until 1964, 
and that a Boston DJ used it as his theme 
song. After the music business stopped 
paying off, Sperry opened a men’s store and 
traded in music collectibles. 

BIG SOUND OF DON RALKE 

Don Ralke, from Battlefield, Michigan, was 
a classically trained musician who worked 
in the field of pop music. He received a 
bachelor’s and a master’s degree in music 
from the University of Southern Cali¬ 
fornia. Ralke supported some of Warner 
Bros.’ pop stars, including Edd Byrnes 
(“Kookie, Kookie [Lend Me Your Comb]”), 
Connie Stevens (“Sixteen Reasons”), and 
Tab Hunter’s “I’ll Be With You In Apple 

Blossom Time.” Ralke also composed and 
arranged most of the early Mystic Moods 
Orchestra recordings and worked on the 
soundtracks for the television series Ha¬ 
waiian Eye, Laverne & Shirley, and Happy 
Days. Some of the hit recordings that he 
produced and/or arranged outside of War¬ 
ner Bros, include Dick & Dee Dee’s “The 
Mountain’s High,” Lome Greene’s “Ringo,” 
Jewel Akens’s “The Birds And The Bees,” 
and Jan and Arnie’s “Jennie Lee.” 77 Sunset 
Strip was a detective series starring Efrem 
Zimbalist Jr. that Warner Bros, produced 
for ABC-TV from 1958-1964. 

THE ROCKIN' REBELS 

The Rebels’ “Wild Weekend” was a Top 10 
hit in 1963, but it is included here because 
it was recorded in 1959. The Rebels’s story 
is intertwined with that of the Hot-Toddys, 
whose hit “Rockin’ Crickets” is also in¬ 
cluded in this package. The correct names 
of the composers and performers of “Wild 
Weekend” have long been disputed, but we 
do know that it started as the theme song 
for Tom Shannon’s popular Wild Weekend 
show on WKBW in Buffalo in 1959. A local 
group called the Rebels cut a version of the 
tune for the Mar-Lee label, but it wasn’t a 
big seller. In 1962, Swan Records reissued 
the single after another DJ, Jerry O’Brien 
in Syracuse, began using it as his theme. 
This time it hit #8 nationally, but the Rebels 

had to be renamed the Rockin’ Rebels to 
avoid confusion with Duane Eddy and his 
Rebels. “Wild Weekend” appears here for 
the first time in stereo, thanks to spectral 
editing techniques that are described at the 
end of these notes. 

THE ROCK-A-TEENS 

The Rock-A-Teens were a combo from 
Richmond, Virginia, who approached local 
recording artist Jess DuBoy for help with 
their music career. Jess helped them rework 
one of their originals into “Woo-Hoo,” and 
DuBoy performed the vocal part. DuBoy 
said that the Rock-A-Teens’ original that 
evolved into “Woo-Hoo” was strongly 
derivative of Tommy Dorsey’s 1950 hit 
“T.D.’s Boogie Woogie,” which was itself 
an update of “Pine Top’s Boogie Woogie” 
from 1938. The group’s demo came to 
the attention of local disc jockey George 
“Don” McGraw, who brought the group 
and DuBoy into the studio to re-record 
the tune and then released it on his own 
Doran label. The band alleges that McGraw 
tricked them into signing away their rights 
to the song, and after he placed it with 
Roulette Records, his name alone appeared 
as the composer. Nevertheless, the band 
recorded a full album for Roulette that 
included mostly original songs on which 
the band’s regular vocalist, Vic Mizelle, 
sang. Mizelle had Tourette syndrome and 



later wrote a book about it, Tourette: That’s 
What Makes Me Tic. 

THE ROCKIN' R'S 

The Rockin’ R’s, from Metamora, Illinois, 
caught the attention of Tempus Records 
in nearby Peoria and entered the studio to 
record a rockabilly cut, “Crazy Baby.” They 
warmed up by jamming on an instrumen¬ 
tal vamp, which the label recorded and 
released as “The Beat.” Billboard’s review 
described it as “simulating the rhythm and 
drive of a train.” Ironically, this impro¬ 
vised instrumental became the band’s 
most successful recording. The Rockin’ 
R’s consisted of guitarists Ron Volz and 
Ron Wernsman and drummer Ted Minar. 
They added a saxophonist after “The Beat” 
became a hit and continued to record for 
Tempus and then Vee-Jay and Stepheny Re¬ 
cords until breaking up in i960. Although 
their follow-up singles weren’t success¬ 
ful, the Rockin’ R’s made some excellent 
records. Their single that followed “Crazy 
Baby”—“Heat” b/w “Nameless”—is a 
gritty rockabilly platter with a great guitar 
sound. When that failed, they tried adding 
vocals with “Please Don’t Talk About Me 
When I’m Gone,” credited to Ron Volz and 
the Rockin’ R’s. 

EDMUNDO ROS & HIS ORCHESTRA 

Edmundo Ros specialized in Latin-ized 
versions of pop songs. His Latin treatment 
of Lerner and Loewe’s “I Talk To The 
Trees” from Paint Your Wagon was only 
one of a number of cha-cha tunes that 
appeared on the hit parade around that 
time. Other examples are Tommy Dorsey’s 
“Tea For Two Cha Cha,” Sam Cooke’s 
“Everybody Likes To Cha Cha Cha,” and 
the De Castro Sisters’ “Teach Me Tonight 
Cha Cha.” Although it peaked at only #77 
nationally, “I Talk To The Trees” reached 
the Top 20 in some cities, including 
Buffalo, New York, and Boston. Ros was 
born in Port of Spain, Trinidad, and was 
a veteran musician; he played with Fats 
Waller, formed his first band in 1940, had 
a huge hit with “The Wedding Samba” in 
1949, and recorded for Decca Records in 
England for 30 years. He lived to be 100 
years old, passing away in 2011 a couple of 
months before his 101st birthday. 

SANTO&JOHNNY 

The Farina brothers, Santo and Johnny, 
were responsible for the first appearance 
of the steel guitar on a #1 pop record with 
“Sleep Walk,” a tune that the guitar duo 
wrote with their sister, Ann. The record 
has gone on to become one of the most 
recognizable instrumentals of the 1950s, 
appearing in countless movies, television 

shows, and commercials. The Brook¬ 
lyn-born duo never replicated the success 
of “Sleep Walk” but created many records 
in the same distinctive, dreamy style, 
such as “Tear Drop.” “Tear Drop” was the 
most similar to “Sleep Walk” of all of their 
records and was the only other one to crack 
the Top 40. It was also their only other hit 
in England after “Sleep Walk.” In i960, the 
duo had minor hits with “Caravan” and 
“Twistin’ Bells,” both of which are included 
on The Complete Pop Instrumental Hits Of 
The Sixties, Vol. 1: i960. Like the Ventures, 
Santo & Johnny maintained their popu¬ 
larity overseas longer than they did in the 
US, enjoying latter-day hits in Mexico and 
Italy. Both of these timeless instrumentals 
make their worldwide stereo debuts in this 
collection. 

THE STRANGERS 

The Strangers consisted of guitarist Joel 
Scott Hill, bassist Harold Kirby, saxo¬ 
phonist and pianist Ronny Lynch, and 
drummer Johnny Callard. Hill started out 
as a guitarist for his cousin, country star 
Jeanette Hicks, with whom he performed 
on the Louisiana Hayride. When he 
returned home to San Diego, he started 
his own band, the Rebels, which was later 
renamed the Strangers. They recorded a 
session for Era Records and then Titan 
Records, where one of their improvised 

instrumentals—“The Caterpillar Crawl”— 
became a national hit. Callard left after 
“The Caterpillar Crawl” came out and was 
replaced by Jimmy Marino. Dick Dixon 
and the Roommates covered it for Kapp 
Records, and Titan’s distributor, Dot Re¬ 
cords, responded by labeling the Strangers’ 
record as “the original.” The band recorded 
a few more singles without success, and 
then Hill went solo, notching a regional 
hit with, “Little Lover,” in i960. In 1970, he 
joined Canned Heat. The Rumblers later 
recycled the rhythm guitar riff from “The 
Caterpillar Crawl” for their classic instru¬ 
mental “Boss.” 

THETRUMPETEERS 

Guitarist Billy Mure and the Trumpeteers 
hit with the swinging “A String Of Trum¬ 
pets,” which Clark Race later used as the 
theme song for his show on KDKA in the 
1960s. You might think that this throwback 
tune was one for the older crowd, but the 
label, Splash Records, explicitly advertised 
the record to teens: “Teenagers, dig this big 
band sound,” the ads announced. The year 
after “A String Of Trumpets” was a hit, Ev¬ 
erest Records released the album A String 
Of Trumpets by Billy Mure, His Guitar and 
Orchestra, which featured seven trumpet¬ 
ers. Mure recorded numerous instrumental 
guitar albums, played on hits such as Paul 
Anka’s “Diana” and Perry Como’s “Don’t 



Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes,” and pro¬ 
duced hits such as Marcie Blane’s “Bobby’s 
Girl” and Ray Peterson’s “Tell Laura I Love 
Her.” He also wrote and played on the 
Wild-Cats’ hit “Gazachstahagen,” which is 
also included in this collection. 

BILLY VAUGHN & HIS ORCHESTRA 

If Randy Wood was Dot Records’ steering 
wheel, then Billy Vaughn was its engine. As 
musical director, Vaughn shaped the label’s 
sound. As a producer, Vaughn presided 
over big hits by Pat Boone, Gale Storm, 
the Fontane Sisters, and many others. As 
a bandleader, he charted dozens of hits 
with his own orchestra. His trademark 
was a twin-sax sound that he created 
with his saxophonist, Justin Gordon, by 
overdubbing a second sax part over the 
first. Dot Records had a reputation for 
covering other labels’ hits, and many of 
Vaughn’s hits were covers too. His three 
hits from 1959—“Blue Hawaii,” “Hawaiian 
War Chant,” and “Your Cheatin’ Heart”— 
were updates of well-known oldies. “Blue 
Hawaii” had been a hit for Bing Crosby in 
1937, and a couple of years after Vaughn 
had a hit with it, Elvis Presley further pop¬ 
ularized it as the title song of his 1961 film 
of the same name. “Hawaiian War Chant” 
appeared with “Blue Hawaii” on Vaughn’s 
album Blue Hawaii. “Your Cheatin’ Heart,” 
Vaughn’s remake of Hank Williams’ 

country classic, was described in Billboard 
as a “listenable rockaballad treatment.” 
Before Vaughn became one of the biggest 
hit-makers of all the pop orchestral instru¬ 
mentalists, he scored over a dozen Top 20 
hits as the pianist for the vocal group the 
Hilltoppers. 

THE VIRTUES 

Arthur “Guitar” Smith’s signature hit, 
“Guitar Boogie” from 1948, was the basis 
of the Virtues’ hit “Guitar Boogie Shuffle.” 
The Virtues were led by Frank Virtue, a 
producer and bandleader from Philadel¬ 
phia who started the group in 1947 and 
knew Arthur “Guitar” Smith from the 
Navy. The Virtues’ record first appeared 
on Sure Records and then was picked up 
by Hunt Records, a label owned by Dick 
Clark. It made the R&B Top 40 as well 
as the pop Top 5. In England, the Top 10 
hit was Bert Weedon’s cover version. The 
Virtues’ label released an album that year 
that was titled Guitar Boogie Shuffle but 
strangely didn’t include the titular hit. 
Virtue opened his own recording studio 
in 1962, where he worked with artists such 
as Eddie Holman and Barbara Mason 
and produced the Matys Brothers’ polka 
novelty “Who Stole The Keeshka?” As 
if adding a shuffle to the boogie was not 
enough, the Virtues recorded another 
version, “Guitar Boogie Shuffle Twist,” in 

1962. “Guitar Boogie Shuffle” makes its 
stereo debut here in a brilliant DES mix 
that considerably clarifies the recording. 
The difference between the stereo and 
mono versions of “Guitar Boogie Shuffle” 
is like the difference between color and 
black-and-white. The stereo version 
reveals details of the recording that were 
previously hidden in the murky mono 
mix. The bass, for example, is completely 
buried in the mono version but can be 
clearly heard in the stereo version. 

THE WAILERS 

The Wailers were a Northwestern in¬ 
strumental rock combo like the Frantics. 
Hailing from Tacoma, Washington, 
the Wailers formed as the Nitecaps and 
recorded a demo of an original tune, “Tall 
Cool One.” Art Mineo, who was the uncle 
of actor Sal Mineo and later composed 
space-themed music for the 1962 World’s 
Fair, shopped the demo around and 
received offers from Dolton Records and 
Golden Crest Records. The Wailers viewed 
Dolton’s Frantics as rivals, so they went 
with Golden Crest. The group re-recorded 
“Tall Cool One” in a Knights of Columbus 
hall at 2 a.m. after a show and it became 
a Top 40 hit on the pop and R&B charts. 
The record was re-released in 1964 and 
made the Top 40 yet again. A second 
instrumental from the same recording 

session, the exotic “Mau-Mau,” also 
registered on the pop chart in 1959, but 
its title was controversial, and some radio 
stations refused to play it. After that, the 
group backed Rockin’ Robin Roberts on a 
version of “Louie Louie” that inspired the 
Kingsmen to record the song. 

THE WILD-CATS 

Billy Mure, heard elsewhere here on the 
Trumpeteers’ “A String Of Trumpets,” 
composed this instrumental tune, the title 
of which is taken from a phrase that Dick 
Clark would sometimes say: “Gazach¬ 
stahagen.” In advertisements, the label 
helpfully provided a pronunciation guide: 
“Ga-Zox-Ta-Hog-En.” The Wild-Cats were 
a trio Mure discovered that consisted of 
Dennis Gorgas on guitar, Frank Rainey 
on organ, and Pat Piccininno on drums. 
The Wildcats issued an LP, Bandstand 
Record Hop on United Artists, which is 
credited to “The Wildcats featuring Billy 
Mure.” The B-side of “Gazachstahagen” 
was the Wild-Cats’ contribution to the 
cha-cha craze: “Billy’s Cha Cha.” Their 
follow-up single, “King Size Guitar,” re¬ 
ceived a great review in Billboard and was 
reported to be selling well, but it didn’t 
chart nationally. 



LINK WRAY & HIS RAY MEN 

Link Wray’s dirty guitar sound was so 
menacing that his first hit, “Rumble,” was 
banned by some radio stations for promot¬ 
ing juvenile delinquency! Wray legendarily 

created his dirty guitar sound by poking 
holes in the speaker of his amplifier with 

a pen. Born in Dunn, North Carolina, to 
parents who were Holiness preachers, Link 
Wray started out as a singer but concen¬ 

trated on guitar after he lost a lung to 
tuberculosis. Wray’s brother, Vernon, was 

also a recording artist and recorded a num¬ 
ber of records under the names Ray Vernon 

and Lucky Wray. Link Wray followed up 

his Top 20 hit “Rumble” with a move to 

Epic Records and the Top 30 hit “Raw- 
Hide”—which has nothing to do with 
the television Western series of the same 
name. Combining twangy string-bending 

action. Chuck Berry-style riffing, and 

a climactic one-note guitar solo, “Raw- 
Hide” helped establish Wray as one of the 

all-time great rock and roll instrumental 
guitarists, alongside Duane Eddy and Dick 

Dale. Wray re-recorded “Raw-Hide” a few 
years later as “Raw-Hide ’63” and made a 
comeback in the 1970s backing rockabilly 

revivalist Robert Gordon. 

The late ’50s and early ’60s were the 
heyday of the instrumental pop hit. The 
number of hit instrumentals declined pre¬ 
cipitously as the ’60s wore on, and today 

they are almost unheard of. Instrumental 
pop music still exists, particularly within 

the field of electronic music, but it doesn’t 
command the popular audience that it 

once did. 
Today, people often view instrumental 

music as “background music,” “elevator 
music,” or unfinished music, like the back¬ 

ing tracks that are used in karaoke. What 

happened? 
The decline in popular instrumental 

music coincided with the rise of rock 
critics and the increased focus on autobi¬ 

ographical and socially conscious lyrics 
in the 1960s. In order for rock critics to 

deem them artistically credible, artists 
had to write their own material and meet 
various other expectations. In short, to be 

respected, artists needed to be as much 
like the Beatles as possible. If you read 
contemporary record reviews, many rock 

critics don’t even have a vocabulary for 
discussing instrumental music. It’s as if 

the instrumental pop hit is a dead lan¬ 
guage that modern listeners can no longer 

understand. 
In 1959, though, popular tastes and 

attitudes were so different that “The Happy 
Organ” and “Sleep Walk” could be #1 hits. 

This collection takes us back to a time 
when instrumental pop was alive and 

kicking, and very popular. 

— Greg Adams 

A NOTE ABOUT NEW STEREO CONTENT ON THIS ALBUM CREATED FROM 

THE MONO ORIGINALS (SEVEN SONGS SHOWN IN RED ON THE TRAY CARD) 

The computer age has introduced highly sophisticated sound processing software that enables 

patient and expert audio engineers to create new, authentic stereo mixes from original mono 

recordings. 

The most advanced technique and the one that usually produces the most satisfactory re¬ 

sults is called DES for Digitally Extracted Stereo. Because most instruments and vocals often 

occupy fairly narrow, specific audio frequency ranges, it’s now possible in many cases to isolate 

guitars, drums, bass, strings, etc. and “extract” these elements into separate tracks which are 

then remixed into stereo. A well-done DES stereo mix can be indistinguishable from an origi¬ 

nal multi-track stereo mix and offers audiences a fresh, exciting listening experience, allowing 

them to enjoy their favorite songs in a way never before possible. 

The actual DES process is much more complex than it sounds in this simple explanation, 

principally because the sounds of most instruments overlap with others. It requires an expe¬ 

rienced sound engineer devoting substantial amounts of time and patience and often requires 

weeks or months to complete a single song. 

The seven classic songs presented on this album for the first-time ever in stereo using the 

DES process (see the specific titles in RED on the tray card) are the work of two very talented 

and dedicated engineers who spent in excess of 300 hours all told to make them truly authentic. 

Special Thanks to the following for their important contributions to this project: 

Eckhard Buttner JanekNee Randy Price 

Jim Abbott Aaron Kannowski Burr Oxley 

Leonard Yates Pat Downey AndyBalogh Stan & Kim Messmer MarcWielage Tom Daly 



DISC ONE ALL TRACKS MONO ('EXCEPT STEREO AS NOTED). 
ORIGINAL 45 RPM SINGLE VERSIONS. DIGITALLY REMASTERED FOR HIGHEST QUALITY SOUND. 

TITLE/COMPOSERS ARTIST CHART PEAK PEAK DATE TIME 

1. * THE HAPPY ORGAN (Dave “Baby” Cortez/Ken Wood) DAVE “BABY” CORTEZ #1 5/11/59 2:00 

2. * PETITE FLEUR (LITTLE FLOWER) (Sidney Bechet) CHRIS BARBER’S )AZZ BAND #5 3/2/59 2:42 

3. * GUITAR BOOGIE SHUFFLE (Arthursmith) THEVIRTUES #5 4/27/59 2:24 

4. * 1 TALK TO THE TREES (AlanJayLerner/FrederickLoewe) EDMUNDOROS& HIS ORCHESTRA #77 1/26/59 2:27 

5. * BLUE HAWAII (Leo Robin/Ralph Rainger) BILLY VAUGHN & HIS ORCHESTRA #37 2/2/59 2:01 

6. MANHATTAN SPIRITUAL (BillyMaxted) REG OWEN & HIS ORCHESTRA #10 2/9/59 2:42 

7. GAZACHSTAHAGEN (BiiiyMure) THE WILD-CATS #57 2/9/59 2:23 

8. THE LONELY ONE (Lee Hazlewood/Duane Eddy) DUANE EDDY #23 2/16/59 1:40 

9. JUPITER-C (Antonelli/Bickerson) PAT & THE SATELLITES #81 2/23/59 2:13 

10. PETER GUNN (Henry Mancini) RAY ANTHONY & HIS ORCHESTRA #8 3/2/59 1:49 

11. BUNNY HOP (RayAnthony/Leornard Auletti) THEAPPLEjACKS #70 3/9/59 2:04 

12. RAW-HIDE (Link Wray/Milt Grant) LINK WRAY & THE WRAYMEN #23 3/23/59 2:05 

13. MIDNIGHT OIL (Robert Sherman/Richard Sherman) CHARLIE BLACKWELL #55 3/23/59 2:06 

14. FRIED EGGS (Smith/Gallo/MitchelO THE INTRUDERS #73 3/23/59 1:56 

15. RECORD HOP BLUES (AnthonySperry) THE QUARTER NOTES #82 3/23/59 2:27 

16. * HAWAIIAN WAR CHANT (Johnny Noble/Ralph Freed) BILLY VAUGHN 8t HIS ORCHESTRA #89 3/30/59 1:47 

17. THE BEAT (Minar/Volz/Wernsman) THE ROCKIN’R’S #57 4/13/59 2:49 

18. YEP! (Lee Hazlewood/Duane Eddy) DUANE EDDY #30 4/20/59 2:09 

19. * WALKIN’TO MOTHER’S (Henry Mancini) RAY ANTHONY & HIS ORCHESTRA #96 4/20/59 2:10 

20. 77 SUNSET STRIP (Mack David/Jerry Livingston) THE BIG SOUND OF DON RALKE #69 4/27/59 1:55 

21. PIPE DREAMS (AlanBubis) JIMMY BECK & HIS ORCHESTRA #82 4/27/59 2:16 

22. YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART (HankWilliams) BILLY VAUGHN & HIS ORCHESTRA #82 5/4/59 2:19 

23. ROCKIN’CRICKETS (TomShannon/PhilTodaro) THE HOT-TODDYS featuring bill pernell #57 5/25/59 2:32 

24. QUIET VILLAGE (Les Baxter) MARTIN DENNY & HIS ORCHESTRA #4 6/1/59 2:58 

25. * ONLY YOU (AND YOU ALONE) (Buck Ram/Ande Rand) FRANCK POURCEL’S FRENCH FIDDLES #9 6/1/59 2:29 

26. CROSSFIRE (T.J. Fowler/Tom King) JOHNNY & THE HURRICANES #23 6/8/59 2:25 

27. A STRING OF TRUMPETS (BiiiyMure) THETRUMPETEERS #64 6/8/59 1:47 

28. * STRAIGHT FLUSH (Fulton/Petersen/Hosko/Schoning) THEFRANTICS #91 6/8/59 2:04 

29. * WITH MY EYES WIDE OPEN I’M DREAMING (Mack Gordon/Harry Revel) ENOCH LIGHT 8c THE LIGHT BRIGADE #99 6/15/59 2:27 

30. TALL COOL ONE (Dangel/Morrill/Greek) THEWAILERS #36 6/22/59 2:31 

31.* DANNY BOY (FredWeatherly) SIL AUSTIN #59 6/22/59 3:58 

32. BONGO ROCK (Preston Epps/ArthurEgnoian) PRESTON EPPS #14 6/29/59 2:05 

33. VELVET WATERS (William Plunkett) THEMEGATRONS #51 6/29/59 2:09 

DISC TWO ALL TRACKS MONO ('EXCEPT STEREO AS NOTED). 

ORIGINAL 45 RPM SINGLE VERSIONS. DIGITALLY REMASTERED FOR HIGHEST QUALITY SOUND. 

TITLE/COMPOSERS ARTIST CHART PEAK PEAK DATE TIME 

1. * SLEEP WALK (Santo Farina/Johnny Farina/Ann Farina) SANTO & JOHNNY #1 9/21/59 2:21 

2. * RED RIVER ROCK (King/Mack/Mendelsohn) JOHNNY & THE HURRICANES #5 9/7/59 2:10 

3. LITTLE DIPPER (Robert Maxwell) THE MICKEY MOZART QUINTET #30 7/6/59 2:01 

4. * TABOO (Margarita Lecuona) THE ARTHUR LYMAN GROUP #55 7/6/59 1:45 
5. THE WHISTLING ORGAN (Ken Wood/Dave “Baby” Cortez) DAVE“BABY”CORTEZ #61 7/6/59 2:00 

6. HAPPY VACATION (Jackie Lee) JACKIE LEE #95 7/6/59 2:27 

7.* LIKE YOUNG (Andre Previn) ANDRE PREVIN & DAVID ROSE &his orchestra #46 7/20/59 3:13 
8. * FORTY MILES OF BAD ROAD (Al Casey/Duane Eddy) DUANE EDDY #9 7/27/59 2:01 
9. * THE QUIET THREE (Lee Hazlewood/Duane Eddy) DUANE EDDY #46 7/27/59 2:00 

10. * MARTINIQUE (Norman Warren) MARTIN DENNY & HIS ORCHESTRA #88 7/27/59 2:15 
11. * CIAO, CIAO BAMBINA (Domenico Modugno/DinoVerde) JACKYNOGUEZ& HIS ORCHESTRA #24 8/10/59 2:15 

12. * CRY (Churchill Kohlman) THE KNIGHTSBRIDGE STRINGS #53 8/17/59 2:39 
13. MAU-MAU (Rich Dangel/John Greek) THEWAILERS #68 9/7/59 2:37 
14. THE CATERPILLAR CRAWL (Hill/Kirby/Lynch/Collard) THE STRANGERS #49 9/14/59 2:15 
15. FOG CUTTER (Manolides/Petersen/Hosko/Schoning/Fulton) THEFRANTICS #93 9/14/59 1:58 

16. BOO BOO STICK BEAT (Murrey Harman/John D. Loudermilk) CHET ATKINS #49 10/12/59 2:08 

17. TEEN BEAT (Arthur Egnoian/Sandy Nelson) SANDY NELSON #4 10/19/59 2:22 

18. * FIRST LOVE, FIRST TEARS (Duane Eddy/Lee Hazlewood) DUANE EDDY #59 10/19/59 2:05 
19. * SOME KIND-A EARTHQUAKE (Duane Eddy/Lee Hazlewood) DUANE EDDY #37 10/26/59 1:17 

20. TORQUAY (George Tomsco) THE FIREBALLS #39 10/26/59 1:55 

21. * JOEY’S SONG (JoeReisman) BILL HALEY & HIS COMETS #46 11/9/59 2:53 
22. * THE ENCHANTED SEA (Frank Metis/Randy Starr) THE ISLANDERS #15 11/16/59 2:01 
23. * WHEEL OF FORTUNE (Benjamin/Weiss) THE KNIGHTSBRIDGE STRINGS #88 11/16/59 2:50 

24. WOO-HOO (George McGraw) THEROCK-A-TEENS #16 11/23/59 2:05 
25. * REVEILLE ROCK (Mack/Conaster/King) JOHNNY & THE HURRICANES #25 11/23/59 2:21 
26. * THE ENCHANTED SEA (Frank Metis/Randy Starr) MARTIN DENNY & HIS ORCHESTRA #28 11/23/59 1:59 
27. THE HUNCH (Larry Kerrin) PAULGAYTEN #68 11/23/59 2:44 

28. THE HUNCH (Larry Kerrin) THE BOBBY PETERSON QUINTET #71 11/23/59 2:37 
29. MARINA (RoccoGranata) JACKYNOGUEZ& HIS ORCHESTRA #87 11/30/59 2:46 
30. IN THE MOOD (Garland/Razaf) ERNIE FIELDS’ORCHESTRA #4 12/14/59 2:33 
31.* I’LL WALK THE LINE aohnny cash) DON COSTA & HIS ORCHESTRA #59 12/14/59 2:06 
32. * TEAR DROP (Farina/Farina/Farina) SANTO & JOHNNY #23 12/21/59 2:06 
33. * WILD WEEKEND [STEREO Bonus Track] (Shannon/Todaro) THE ROCKIN’REBELS #8 3/9/63 2:18 

TOTAL TIME: 151 MINUTES 
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